The marine snail Aplysia californica exhibits a simple form of associative learningclassical conditioning of its defensive withdrawal reflex. Previous cellular analyses of this form of learning have suggested that it is due to a presynaptic neuronal mechanism-activity-dependent presynaptic facilitation of the monosynaptic connections between the sensory and motor neurons which mediate the reflex. Classical conditioning of Aplysia's withdrawal reflex shares with many vertebrate conditioning preparations the property of temporal contiguity: conditioning is best when the conditioned stimulus (CS) precedes the unconditioned stimulus (US) by a small temporal interval. The temporal contiguity of conditioning in Aplysia has been accounted for by a molecular model. Specifically, it has been proposed that Aplysia sensory neurons possess an adenylyl cyclase that is dually regulated by Ca2+ which is elevated in the sensory neuron by the occurrence of the CS-and the facilitatory transmitter serotonin (5-HT)-whose release is stimulated by the occurrence of the US. It has been further suggested that the activation of the adenylyl cyclase exhibits a temporal requirement: the elevation of Ca2+ within the sensory neuron must precede the 5-HT stimulation for optimal activation of the cyclase. Recent data from our laboratory suggest that a postsynaptic mechanism-Hebbian potentiation of sensorimotor synapses-may mediate classical conditioning of Aplysia's withdrawal reflex. Here we summarize these data and suggest how Hebbian potentiation of sensorimotor synapses may play a role in the temporal contiguity of conditioning in Aplysia.
IN'1'RODUCTION
A prominent characteristic of vertebrate classical conditioning is that the rate of learning depends upon the temporal interval between the conditioned stimulus (CS) and the reinforcer or unconditioned stimulus (US) (MACKINTOSH, 1983; RESCORLA, 1988 (LIN & GLANZMAN, 1993 , 1994a have suggested that another cellular mechanism-Hebbian (HEBB, 1949) synaptic plasticity-may play a role in the temporal specificity of CS-US pairing for classical conditioning of Aplysia's withdrawal reflex. In this paper we review the evidence regarding the role of these two cellular mechanisms in Aplysia classical conditioning and suggest a new neuronal model of CS-US temporal specificity for this conditioning paradigm. The model proposes that the observed CS-US interval function for conditioning of Aplysia's withdrawal reflex depends upon a combination of molecular and system properties of the neuronal circuit for the reflex.
CLASSICAL CONDITIONING OF THE GILL AND SIPHON WITHDRAWAL REFLEX OF APLYSIA
A light touch to the siphon of Aplysia will produce a defensive contraction of its gill and siphon. This gill and siphon withdrawal reflex exhibits two forms of nonassociative learning-habituation and sensitization (PINSKER et al., 1970; CAREW et al., 1971 )-as well as classical conditioning (CAREW et al., 1981 (CAREW et al., , 1983 . In classical conditioning of the withdrawal reflex weak tactile stimulation of the siphon or mantle (the CS) is paired with electrical shocks delivered to the animal's tail (the US). After repeated pairings of the CS and US the animal exhibits an enhanced withdrawal reflex to subsequent test presentations of the CS. This form of learning is associative, because various nonassociative control training protocols-such as repeated presentation of the US
